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What is your super power? Amilliah Kenya, a college professor, teacher and 
counselor, has woven a rousing, self-enrichment book for women to discover the 
power God has entrusted only to women. The author illustrates ten attributes God 
has blessed women with: servitude, love, commitment, determination, faith, wisdom, 
prayer, discernment, strength and bravery. These attributes demonstrate the unique 
gifts and qualities God has given to women to influence their families, friends, 
spouses, communities and the world. The author includes numerous Bible verses and 
stories as examples of how God uses women according to his purpose. This theme 
is confidently explored with secular examples of women utilizing these attributes to 
demonstrate God’s love, power, plan and purpose. 
Each chapter begins with a Scripture and a short poem written by the author. The 
author uses very strong, action words such as, equipped and fashioned when describing 
the woman God has created. A mix of humor and thought provoking real life stories 
is used to demonstrate these attributes. One example in Chapter 6, on prayer, is a 
story of an American soldier during the Korean War. After receiving an order, the 
soldier tarries obeying the command in battle until the hour he knew his mother 
was praying for him. For many mothers who have sons currently serving in the 
military, it is a humbling reminder of how powerful prayer is.
Perhaps the only downfall is the negative tone used to degrade men and boys. 
Kenya writes, “I have observed situations where men wished to be treated as kings.” 
Furthermore she states “It is characteristic of boys to be a little rough on their edges 
of grace. Many lack tenderness and love.” These statements are harsh to readers who 
disagree. Eventually, the reason for the negativity is understood as the author opens 
her heart and shares a history of polygamy her mother endured from her father. As 
well as, verbal, physical and emotional abuse endured by both also from the hands 
of her father. It is possible the Christian example set by her mother during this 
trial, choosing instead to channel God’s power of commitment to overcome those 
challenges, was an inspiration to the author. Despite the one slight weakness, the 
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work is very rousing and stirring reminding women of the special powers God has 
created in women for his purpose, at his choosing. The end of each chapter includes 
Scriptures to ponder and memorize along with questions for reflection and final 
words of exhortation.
This book would be a great addition to any academic, church or personal library 
and highly recommend its use in Bible study groups or devotionals for women of all 
ages. Another book, Esther: A woman for such a time as this by Charles Swindoll would 
be an excellent work to read following this one that features a similar theme.
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